Adjustable Beds | I-Care IC333 Ultra-Lo Bed with tilt | Long Single
The ultimate electric bed with the look at feel of a modern bed.
The I-Care IC333 is an ideal hi-lo bed for use at home and offers a unique tilt function for
infinite positioning.
Price includes freight delivery, upholstered headboard and visco elastic memory foam
mattress.
A fantastic bed that offers all of the health benefits and comfort of a hospital bed without
looking like a hospital bed!
Using just one remote to control all bed operations, the IC333 is easy to use and superbly
designed.
200kg safe working load (300kg on double and queen sizes)
One remote for all operations (illuminates at night)
Fully height adjustable with tilt allowing unlimited positioning options
Up position to top of mattress 80cm
Low position to top of base 22cm
Head and thigh lift included
10-year warranty
Wide choice of upholstery fabric options from Warwick and Charles Parsons ranges
Made in New Zealand
Full length rails optional extra (please see here to purchase)
This bed is available in all sizes: Long Single | King Single | Double | Queen | King | Super
King.
We can also supply Long Single with Companion Bed, King Single with Companion Bed
and Super King with Split Mattress (both sides adjustable with a remote on each side).
We have included a visco elastic memory foam mattress with this bed package as it is the
most popular, most supportive and easiest for people to adjust their positioning whilst in
bed.
Other benefits of the memory foam are:
This mattress is heat and pressure sensitive which means that as it gets warmer it
becomes softer. So, when there is a pressure point developing which usually gets hot and
enflamed, this area of the mattress will become softer which allows the blood to flow
freely again.

